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Abstract

Accessibility is an important factor to enable people with disabilities to live a good and
independent life. For an environment to be suited for wheelchair use it must be suffi-
ciently clear of obstacles so that the wheelchair can navigate it. The process of evaluating
a built environment for accessibility is known as “accessibility assessment”. Determining
accessibility is closely related to the problem of determining possible motions of a spe-
cific kinematic structure – given an environment and a mobile device, how much of the
environment is accessible? Given these similarities, the accessibility assessment process is
reformulated as a kinematic planning problem and a motion planner based on the Proba-
bilistic Roadmap Planner (PRM) is used to assess accessibility. Rather than treating each
of the joint angles ‘equally’ within the PRM, we explore a hierarchical characteristic of
all the joint angles when constructing the roadmap. This PRM variant allows efficient and
effective planning in the accessibility assessment domain. An additional component of the
methodology for accessibility assessment, an environmental planner, evaluates potential
environmental modifications by invoking the motion planner. The developed system can
be a useful tool for clinicians to assess accessibility.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

“I like that word, ‘accessibility.’ It should be a real part in the life of ev-
ery paral. The paral, like anyone else, should feel that all people and places,
thoughts and actions, arts and sciences, are open to him.1"

An estimated 100-150 million people with physical disabilities worldwide require the
use of a wheelchair [17]. From 1997 to 2002 in the U.S., the number of people age 15
and over who use a wheelchair increased from 2.2 million to 2.7 million and the number
of those who used an ambulatory aid such as a cane, crutches, or a walker increased from
6.4 million to 9.1 million [44, 64]. The causes of disability among mobility support device
users are various (see Figure 1.1), with older adults being the largest population group re-
quiring mobility support devices. In Canada, about 7.2 percent of the population 85 years
and older use a wheelchair and 31.7 percent use some other type of mobility device [61].
Given this large social need, there is a long history of research on wheelchair-related prob-
lems from a range of different perspectives including Health and Rehabilitation, Law, Civil
Engineering and Computer Science and Engineering. Research into wheelchair-related
problems include developing legislation for equal rights for wheelchair users, the search
for lighter materials for wheelchair production, the development of robotic wheelchairs,
and the design of wheelchair accessible spaces.

Accessibility is an important factor for all people with disabilities in order for them
to live and work independently and to minimize the cost of personal care services. For
an environment to be well suited for wheelchair use not only must the ground plane be
flat and approximately horizontal, it must also be the case that the space be sufficiently
clear of obstacles so that the wheelchair can navigate the environment. The process of
evaluating an environment for accessibility is known as “accessibility assessment” and the
task is sketched in Figure 1.2. Typically this process is performed manually, resulting in
an error-prone and time consuming task that must be accomplished by trained assessors.
Although manual assessment can be successful, the shortage of trained assessors, especially
in rural areas, can introduce significant delays in assessing specific environments. Even
when assessors are available, the lack of advanced tools can introduce delays in the process
of assessment, and at the very least introduces a level of subjectivity in the process that is
undesirable.

1The desire for greater access can be traced back to 1934 in an article that appeared in the Polio Chronicle,
that is the House Journal of Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute for Rehabilitation [68].
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Figure 1.1: Causes of disability among mobility support devices. Data source: 2000/01
Canadian Community Health Survey. Reprinted from [61].

Figure 1.2: A floor plan of a student residence at York University with wheelchair accessi-
ble regions. Given an environment and a device with limited mobility (e.g. a wheelchair)
is it possible to access all of the important portions of the environment?
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Figure 1.3: An accessible kitchen should take certain elements (e.g. the location of the
water faucet) into account. Motion of the wheelchair user’s arm needs to be estimated in
addition to the motion of the wheelchair itself. It is much more complicated than a 2D prob-
lem. Image reprinted from the Home Improvement Library (http://www.BobVila.com).

1.1 From accessibility assessment to robot workspace es-
timation

The problem of determining accessibility is closely related to the problem of determining
possible motions of a specific kinematic structure – given an environment and a mobile
device, how much of the environment is accessible? Given these similarities, by reformu-
lating the accessibility assessment process in terms of this kinematic planning problem it
is possible to leverage results from the robotic path planning literature to assist in acces-
sibility assessment. Although a wheelchair can be very “robotic” or it can be of the more
“manual” variety, the wheeled device introduces kinematic constraints on the device’s mo-
tion (e.g. it can move straight forward or straight backward, turn left or right, but it cannot
move sideways) as a result of its mechanical structure. Consequently it can be much more
difficult for wheelchair users to traverse an environment than it is for a person without dis-
ability. A small obstacle in a hallway might block the route of a wheelchair but not that
of an able-bodied person. These constraints become even more subtle and complex when
one considers the reachability of a person constrained to a wheelchair relative to the reach-
ability of an able-bodied person. The problem goes from a 2D estimation problem on the
plane (Figure 1.2) to a problem in 3D space and an even higher dimensional problem when
considered in joint or actuator space (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.4: Furniture (here a sofa) may be placed in one of a number of possible positions.
Which placement provides wheelchair users with the best accessibility can be difficult to
determine.

The traditional accessibility standard requires an environment to provide equal access to
wheelchair users as to persons who do not use such devices [18]. Although the definition
of “equivalent” access is somewhat ambiguous the intent is to provide wheelchair users
with as many accessible facilities as possible. In practice, providing accessibility may
require modifications to the environment (see Figure 1.4). Such modifications may include
structural changes (e.g. widening doorways) or adjusting the locations of objects (e.g.
moving furniture).

Determining where and how to make such modifications is a difficult task as minor
modifications may result in significant changes in the portion of the environment that is
accessible (imagine the effect of opening a door), yet other changes may have limited or
no effect on accessibility. Thus from a planning point of view, accessibility assessment
can be formulated as two separate sub-problems: (i) Given a specific environment and an
appropriate kinematic model of the user and wheelchair, determine those portions of the
environment that are reachable. This is the path planning problem in mobile robotics; and,
(ii) Given a set of possible changes to the environment, how do these changes influence
the reachable portion of the environment? This is the problem of evaluating the impact of
environmental changes on a robot’s reachable workspace.
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1.2 Contributions
Accessibility assessment is a very complex task. Existing approaches require the detailed
involvement of skilled clinicians and people with disabilities. This report develops meth-
ods that are designed to automatically evaluate the accessibility of physical environments
of wheelchair users, or others with limited mobility, and suggest effective modifications for
better accessibility. This report investigates algorithms that aid in the accessibility of an en-
vironment by first formally defining accessibility assessment in terms of robot workspace
estimation and path planning and then adapting techniques in the mobile robot path plan-
ning literature to estimate the region of space that is physically accessible to a wheelchair
or other kinematically restricted user. We use the estimated reachable workspace, points
reachable by the end-effector of the user or robot, to evaluate a wheelchair user’s accessibil-
ity within the environment. Based on the probabilistic roadmap (PRM) planner a hierarchi-
cal PRM method for efficient reachable workspace estimation is developed. Enhancements
are developed to the basic PRM planner to enable efficient re-computation of reachabil-
ity for modified environments. The resulting planner can be a useful tool for clinicians to
assess accessibility by modifying certain objects. The system can also be used to find near-
optimal solutions to maximize accessibility through potential environment modifications.

1.3 Structure of the report
The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews existing methods
for accessibility assessment and the supporting technology. It provides an overview of
relevant robot motion planning techniques, as motion planning is a key element in this
research. In Chapter 3, the problem of accessibility assessment is formalized in terms of
robot workspace estimation and path planning, followed by the development of a general
solution to the accessibility assessment problem using a variant of the PRM. Chapter 4
evaluates the algorithm on an implementation on the robotic wheelchair ‘PlayBot’ in a
realistic 3D environment. Finally Chapter 5 summarizes the work and provides possible
directions for future research.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
This chapter reviews existing algorithms, technology and methods for accessibility assess-
ment from two main perspectives: rehabilitation science and robotics. The first section
introduces the problem of accessibility assessment and reviews traditional assessing meth-
ods and technologies that can be used to support accessibility assessment. The second
section reviews robot motion planners that could be used to support accessibility assess-
ment, including the topic of heuristic planners, the Probabilistic Roadmap Method (PRM)
and its variants in both static and modifiable environments.

2.1 Accessibility assessment
Accessibility is about providing equal access to everyone. It is often used to describe build-
ings or facilities for people with disabilities, as in “this building is wheelchair accessible”.
In this report, the term “accessibility” is used to refer to the degree to which portions of a
built environment are reachable by people with limits to their mobility. Here the focus is on
people who use a wheelchair as their primary means of locomotion. There are also people
who use crutches, walkers, or canes (see Figure 2.1), but usually such people can travel
wherever wheelchair users can [31], and in any event the technologies developed here can
be easily adopted from wheelchairs to other kinematic models.

Lack of basic accessibility to public buildings is widely understood all over the world.
Many laws enforce accessibility in various countries. For example, in the United States,
under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) [48], new public and private business
construction must be accessible. Existing private businesses are required to increase the
accessibility of their facilities when making other renovations in proportion to the cost of
the other renovations. Similar legal requirements exist in Australia [46], the UK [51], and
South Africa [50]. In Ontario, the Ontarians with Disabilities Act [49] requires that the
Government of Ontario develop barrier-free design guidelines to promote accessibility for
persons with disabilities to government buildings, structures and premises. The level of
accessibility for persons with disabilities should be equal to or exceed the level of accessi-
bility required by the Building Code Act, 1992 and the regulations made under it.

In addition to these general accessibility requirements, special requirements are also
made for houses where people with disabilities reside. For example, in the United States
the Fair Housing Act [47] describes seven basic design and construction requirements that
must be met for wheelchair accessible housing:

1. An accessible building entrance on an accessible route.

2. Accessible common and public use areas.
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Figure 2.1: Students attempting to identify architectural barriers on campus by
using mobility aid devices (wheelchair, walker, crutches). Photos courtesy of
the Occupational Therapy Assistant program in Green River Community College
(http://www.instruction.greenriver.edu/OTA/photoot.htm).

3. Usable doors (usable by a person in a wheelchair).

4. Existence of accessible route into and through the dwelling unit.

5. Light switches, electrical outlets, thermostats and other environmental controls in
accessible locations.

6. Reinforced walls in bathrooms for later installation of grab bars.

7. Usable kitchens and bathrooms.

In order to fulfill these accessibility requirements an analysis of built houses and rec-
ommendation for home modifications to enhance accessibility are required. This process
is known as “accessibility assessment”.

2.1.1 Traditional accessibility assessment
The normal practice for assessing accessibility is via a manual prescriptive code-based
approach [18]. The evaluation of a specific environmental design follows parameters spec-
ified in the relevant official guidelines. For example, the ADA Accessibility Guidelines [8]
contain ‘prescriptive’ specifications for clear doorway width, lavatory clearance, and the
like (see Figure 2.2). Trained clinicians assess a building by checking if these specifi-
cations are met. This approach can be successful and is very straightforward but it has
a number of limitations. First, it requires professional accessibility assessors to visit the
buildings that need to be assessed. Providing services in rural or remote areas can require
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: Samples of prescriptive code of the Americans with Disabilities Act Acces-
sibility Guide [8]. (a) The minimum clear passage width for a single wheelchair shall be
36 inches (915 mm) minimum along an accessible route, but may be reduced to 32 inches
(815 mm) minimum at a point for a maximum depth of 24 inches (610 mm), such as at a
doorway; (b) The knee clearance is required underneath the lavatory: 27 inches (685 mm)
minimum from the floor to the underside of the lavatory which extends 8 inches (205 mm)
minimum measured from the front edge underneath the lavatory back towards the wall; if
a minimum 9 inches (230 mm) of toe clearance is provided, a maximum of 6 inches (150
mm) of the 48 inches (1220 mm) of clear floor space required at the fixture may extend into
the toe space.
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Figure 2.3: Photo of President Clinton and iBOT’s developer Dean Kamen in the White
House. iBOT is a wheelchair that enables the chair to balance and run on only two of its
four wheels on some surfaces. From http://www.technology.gov/Medal/2000/.

extended travel time. This can lead to unaffordable expenses on the part of individuals who
need the service. Second, the prescriptive assessment document cannot address all possible
building design configurations or wheelchair use patterns. The gross structure of different
wheelchairs may be similar, but the details including their motor constraints and kinematic
structures can vary considerably. As technology develops new types of wheelchairs are
being introduced including examples such as the iBOT shown in Figure 2.3. Providing a
standard guideline for all kinds of wheelchairs and buildings is almost impossible. Third,
even for a wheelchair whose structure is known, its performance against an environment
is hard to predict exactly especially when we consider a person sitting in the wheelchair
who can move their arms. A design configuration that is code-compliant does not neces-
sarily imply real usability, and a design that does not satisfy the prescriptive accessibility
requirement might actually be accessible by wheelchair users [18, 54].

2.1.2 Advanced tools to support accessibility assessment
Given the needs of accessibility assessment, advanced tools to support and extend the tra-
ditional accessibility assessment are being developed. A fundamental problem in accessi-
bility assessment is the need to be able to reason or manipulate a model of the environment.
We begin by considering how such models can be obtained, and then discuss the techniques
that can be used to assist the reasoning process. The goal of these tools is to enable clin-
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Figure 2.4: Five examples of photographs of an office taken from different positions.
Reprinted from [31].

icians to provide the same or more accurate assessment of a given environment within a
shorter time either on site or from a remote location.

Environmental acquisition and simulation

Many tools for accessibility assessment require the capture of digital 3D models of the
environment to be assessed. It may be that such models exist already as blueprints. More
generally it is necessary to capture the model for an existing environment. 3D acquisition
and modeling has been intensively studied in the past few decades, and this has led to the
development of a number of systems that are currently being used to assess accessibility
or which could be easily modified to do so. For example, the Virtual Reality Telerehabili-
tation System (VRTS) [31] integrates telerehabilitation and virtual reality technologies for
accessibility assessment. This pilot project in accessibility assessment uses environmental
acquisition and modeling techniques to assist accessibility assessment. The system relies
on the Photomodeler Pro [25] to construct 3D virtual models from a collection of 2D pho-
tographs of an interior environment (an example can be seen in Figures 2.4 and 2.5) and
customized algorithms to analyze the 3D models for wheelchair accessibility.

The image-based acquisition technique used by the VRTS has the advantages of low
cost and that the process of collecting the necessary photos to build the 3D model does not
require advanced technical skills. The system does, however, require the user to manually
establish correspondences between features in different images to estimate their 3d coordi-
nates which can be a time consuming process. It also generates models composed of simple
objects with polygonal faces and the quality of the model relies on the camera resolution.

Laser and stereo-based scanners are an alternative to the multiple monocular image-
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Figure 2.5: 3D model of an office produced from the photographs in Figure 2.4 by the
software Photomodeler. The 3D model can be rotated which provide specialists better
views of the scene. Reprinted from [31].

Figure 2.6: A sample 3D crime scene model. Data within the crime scene may be collected
over a wide geographical area by many different people. The tool for data acquisition is a
vision-based stereo reconstruction system using both MDA’s iSM [60] and the AQUASen-
sor [56]. Reprinted from [36].
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based approach. Hand-held devices such as the instant Scene Modeler (iSM) [60] and
the AQUASensor [20] automatically deal with issues related to depth acquisition, view
registration and model construction. The user points the camera at a scene of interest to
record images and the system creates a photo-realistic 3D calibrated model automatically.
In practice, the iSM has been used to capture photo-relaistic 3D models of crime scenes
(see Figure 2.6) [36], and the AQUASensor has been used to generate accurate 3D models
of underwater areas [20]. Many other 3D digitizing devices and systems exist, and a review
of developments in this field for the past 20 years can be found in [7].

Once a 3D environmental model has been constructed it can be used to model the ac-
cessibility/usability of the environment through either simulation of the entire population
or the motion of a single individual. Many computer-aided systems for environmental de-
sign and assessment have been developed based on these approaches (e.g. [72, 19, 18, 54]).
By producing visible results of users’ behavior the simulation can assist evaluation and the
comparison of design alternatives, and this can help designers gain a better understanding
of the interrelationship between the environment and its users.

Modeling groups of users One approach is to simulate human crowds and to predict
group’s behavior under different conditions such as pedestrian traffic simulation [19] and
fire egress simulation [63]. The aim here is to evaluate the amount of space people need
to conduct certain activities, such as the width of walkways, corridors, and doors. For
instance, [19] describes a generalized force model of pedestrian behavior that investigates
the mechanisms of panic and jamming by uncoordinated motion in crowds (Figure 2.7(a)).

Another simulation system that includes both a building model and a virtual human
model is presented in [72]. The building model used here represents both geometric in-
formation and usability properties of design elements, and is generated automatically from
a standard CAD model of the environment. Virtual humans are modeled as autonomous
agents based on a large corpus of real-world behavior data collected through an automated
video tracking system. The human model emulates the appearance, perception, social traits
and physical behavior of real people. Motion is determined by scripting a series of basic
motions (walking, standing, and sitting, etc. as shown in Figure 2.7(b)) that are encapsu-
lated in advance. By inserting the virtual human models in the building model and then
letting them “explore” it on their own volition, the system reveals the usability of the envi-
ronment to its users. The environment can then be modified to see how different arrange-
ments affect user behaviors.

Modeling an individual user The studies described above focus on the group behavior
of humans since individual human behavior can be difficult to simulate [19]. However,
when considering a kinematic structure with mobility limits (e.g. a wheelchair or a walker),
such simulation may be possible. HabiTest [52] is an interactive living environment model,
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.7: Example simulation systems for environmental analysis. (a) Snapshot of a
pedestrian simulation of an escape route with a wider area. The corridor is 3 m wide and
15 m long, the length of the triangular pieces in the middle being 2×3m = 6m. Pedestrians
enter the simulation area on the left-hand side and flee towards the right-hand side. Ex-
periments show that the efficiency of escaping drops significantly if the corridor contains
a widening. Reprinted from [19]. (b) Virtual humans demonstrating sitting and standing
behaviors respectively. Reprinted from [72].

Figure 2.8: Screen shots of a HabiTest environment. Various views (egocentric view, bird’s
eye view and side view) of the scene within which the wheelchair navigates. Reprinted
from [52].
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.9: Wheelchairs require extra turning space for 180 degree turns. (a) 60-in (1525
mm) diameter space; (b) T-shaped space. Reprinted from [8].

that facilitates the planning, design and assessment of home and work settings for people
with physical disabilities. HabiTest is implemented as an immersive virtual reality system
and responds to user-driven manipulations such as navigation within the environment and
alternation of its design (see Figure 2.8). The user drives the wheelchair in the virtual
environment using a joystick. The joystick provides vibratory collision feedback to the
user. The system also implements a virtual hand which can be controlled by the user.
Control is achieved by putting the hand at a fixed distance in front of the user’s eyes first
and then using the joystick to move it to some offset from the center. HabiTest allows users
to identify barriers that block their ability to navigate.

HabiTest enables finding a fit between the individual and the environmental setting
through use of Virtual Reality and simulation technology. It can also be a useful tool to
train people with disabilities to drive a wheelchair in the virtual environment. However, as
it requires the users’ step-by-step operation to navigate, its efficiency becomes a concern.

Modeling the kinematic structure of mobility assists

In order to model the accessibility of a given mobility assist, it is necessary to develop a
mathematical model of the device’s reachability. A wheelchair is an example of a kinematic
structure, and as such can be treated mathematically using standard kinematic techniques.
Following [37], let A denote the mathematical model of the desired kinematic structure. A
configuration ofA is a specification of the position of every point inA relative to the global
Cartesian frameW . This configuration is usually described as a vector of parameters. For
instance, a configuration of a wheeled vehicle moving in R2 might be described using three
parameters x, y, and θ. A configuration of a kinematic chain can be described using the
angles of the joints between the consecutive links j1, j2, ... jn. The minimal number of
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Figure 2.10: Examples of various wheelchair drive mechanisms. (a) A typical manual
wheelchair with large rear wheels and front casters; (b) A powerchair with powered rear
wheels and front casters; (c) Playbot consists of a wheelchair with electric powered front
wheels and rear casters; (d) A tricycle drive scooter steered and powered by the single front
wheel; (e) A tricycle drive scooter steered by the dual front wheels and powered by the rear
wheels; (f) A large car-like scooter steered by front wheels and powered by rear wheels.
Pictures (a-b, d-f) courtesy of ActiveLite Mobility Systems Inc. (www.activelite.com).

parameters needed to uniquely describe a robot configuration is known as the number of
degrees of freedom (DOFs) of A.

A typical wheelchair can move forwards, backwards, and in general follows curved tra-
jectories in order to turn. Besides this, the possible movements with regard to a particular
position depend on the current orientation of the vehicle [34]. As a result, wheelchairs
require significant clearance space to navigate (see Figure 2.9). This constraint on the pos-
sible trajectories of a wheelchair is an example of a nonholonomic constraint [16], which
is a common constraint for wheeled vehicles. Nonholonomic constraints are motion con-
straints that cannot be reduced [16].

The control and simulation of a wheelchair requires the development of a kinematic
model of the device. Although a wheelchair can be propelled either manually (by push-
ing the wheels with the hands) or via various automated systems (see Figure 2.10), it can
be modeled as a wheeled mobile robot (WMR). The kinematics are different for WMRs
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Figure 2.11: Differential drive kinematics. The vehicle is powered by two wheels centered
at point o, and uses two castor wheels for stability. By providing independent velocity
control to the two driven wheels, the vehicle follows different motions on the plane.

with different wheel and drive arrangements. Example WMR kinematic systems include
differential, synchronous, tricycle and car drive [37, 15, 16, 66, 39].

Differential drive is perhaps the simplest drive mechanism and corresponds to the kine-
matic structure of many wheelchair designs (see Figure 2.11). Let o = (x,y) be the position
of the center of the powered wheels and θ be the angle that the vehicle’s main axis makes
with the positive x-axis. The powered wheels have controllable ground velocities vl and vr,
and by varying these the vehicle moves along different trajectories. Suppose vl and vr are
constant, then there are two basic motions: a translational motion and a rotational motion.
Straight motion. When vl = vr during the period t→ t +δt, the vehicle moves in a straight
line path along is main axis with velocity v = vl = vr. The configuration at time t +δt can
be determined as:

x′ = x+ v ·δt · cos(θ)
y′ = y+ v ·δt · sin(θ) (2.1)
θ
′ = θ
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.12: There can be eight possible Arc-Line-Arc (ALA) paths for a mobile wheeled
robot from configuration a to b. For a given configuration c = (x,y,θ), the left circle CL(c)
and right circle CR(c) are the two circles of minimum turning radius which pass through
(x,y) with angle θ. The resulting ALA path varies depending on which circle is chosen.
Picture derived from [65].

Circular motion. The vehicle moves in an arc path when vl 6= vr. The center of rotation
m = (xm,ym) lies on the common axis of the two driven wheels. The turning radius r is
the distance between m and o, and w is the angular rate of the vehicle around m. These are
determined by vl and vr:

r =
vl + vr

2(vr− vl)

w =
vr− vl

l
(2.2)

where l is the distance between the two driven wheels. When vl < vr, the vehicle turns to
its left; when vl > vr, it turns to its right. Note that when vl =−vr, the turning radius is zero
and the vehicle rotates about the point o, which is called extreme rotation. Under extreme
rotation the vehicle rotates in the smallest turning space.

Although other motion strategies are possible [58, 39], these two basic motions can be
combined to achieve various paths from one configuration to another. For example, in [65]
an Arc-Line-Arc (ALA) path from configuration a to b is defined as a concatenation of an
arc path, a straight line path and another arc path. Figure 2.12 shows eight possible ALA
paths.

Other than differential drive (e.g. Figure 2.10(a-c)), tricycle drive (e.g. Figure 2.10(d,
e)) and car drive (e.g. Figure 2.10(f)) can be used to model in the design of wheelchair
mechanisms. Wheelchairs that operate under tricycle or car drive are often designed to
be used in outdoor environments. These devices do not use caster wheels as differential
drive systems do. Instead they use fixed wheels for stability, which limits the vehicle from
certain motions (e.g. the extreme rotation that is available under differential drive). The
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Figure 2.13: People sitting in a wheelchair have forward reach limit. (a) Prescriptive figure
in ADAAG [8] specifies the forward reach range to be 48 inches maximum and 15 inches
minimum. (b) The attached kinematic chain shows similar forward reach range with a
person sitting in the wheelchair.

kinematics for the tricycle and car drives can be more complex than different drive (refer
to [16, 65] for a complete description).

In addition to the constraints introduced by the wheeled vehicle itself, most wheelchair
users are unable to stand and instead remain constrained to their wheelchairs during nav-
igation within the environment. For example, the maximum height that the hands of a
person in a wheelchair can reach is lower than that for people standing on their feet (Fig-
ure 2.13(a)). Assuming that the wheelchair user is confined to their wheelchair, then there
is a kinematic link between the wheelchair base (whose kinematics is described above) and
the reach of the user. A kinematic chain can be used to model the reach of the user seated
in the wheelchair (Figure 2.13(b)). If we assume that the user is rigidly connected to their
chair, and that the various links and joints can be modelled as a collection of rigid links
connected via joints, then the position and orientation of the user’s hand can be modelled
using traditional techniques from the robot manipulator literature. Given the kinematic
chain’s joint variables values, the position of the links and hand (the end-effector) can be
easily determined [30, 37] (see Figure 2.14).

The traditional approach to modelling kinematic chains is to establish a sequence of
geometric frames throughout the chain, and to use simple geometric constructs to model
the rigid relationship between these frames [43, 30]. Consider two consecutive link frames
Fi−1 and Fi. Fi can be determined uniquely from Fi−1 by a rigid transformation that is a
function of the adjustable joint. Many different formalisms are possible for representing
this transformation. One common representation is through the use of Denavit-Hartenberg
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.14: (a) PUMA industrial robot with six revolute joints. (b) Frame assignment of
each link for PUMA robot. In a link frame Fi, zi is always on a joint axis (except the end-
effector frame which does not have a joint axis); xi lies along the common perpendicular to
axes zi−1 and zi and is oriented from zi−1 to zi. Picture derived from [43].

parameters [43, 30] (DH-Parameters are illustrated in Figure 2.15). Under the DH formal-
ism the transformation between two links is formed from four basic transformations – a
translation along zi−1 of distance di, a rotation around zi−1 of angle θi, a translation along
xi of distance ai and a rotation around xi of angle αi (see Figure 2.14):

i−1Ti = Trans(z,di) ·Rot(z,θi) ·Trans(x,ai) ·Rot(x,αi), (2.3)

where

Trans(z,di) =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 di
0 0 0 1

 (2.4)

Rot(z,θi) =


cos(θi) −sin(θi) 0 0
sin(θi) cos(θi) 0 0

0 0 1 di
0 0 0 1

 (2.5)

Trans(x,ai) =


1 0 0 ai
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (2.6)
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Figure 2.15: DH-Parameters. The link offset di is the distance along axis zi−1 to the point
where the common perpendicular to axis zi is located; the link length ai is the length of
the common perpendicular to zi−1 and zi; the link angle θi is the angle around zi−1 that the
common perpendicular makes with vector xi−1; the link twist αi is the angle around xi that
vector zi makes with vector zi−1. Reprinted from [43].

Rot(x,αi) =


1 0 0 0
0 cos(αi) −sin(αi) 0
0 sin(αi) cos(αi) 0
0 0 0 1

 (2.7)

Given all the joint variables of the kinematic chain, the end-effector pose matrix E with
respect to the manipulator base frame F0 can be computed by successively applying the
link frame transforms:

E = 0T1
1T2...

n−1Tn (2.8)

For simple kinematic chains, computing the Forward Kinematics (evaluating E above)
is straightforward. The problem of solving for the Inverse Kinematics (IK) requires finding
one or more sets of joint values from a known end-effector pose, which can be obtained
analytically via the forward equation (2.8). In practice, this problem can be extremely
diffiicult and in general is unsolved [43].

In summary, given a model of the kinematics of the wheelchair itself along with a
kinematic model of the user’s mobility relative to the chair, it is possible to construct a
mathematical model of the user’s reach relative to the chair itself, as well as a model of the
motion of the chair. A specification of the robot’s model is known as its configuration. This
mathematical model can be used to estimate wheelchair reachability.
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Figure 2.16: (a) Information Flow of WADA; (b) A Wheelchair Access Path Generated by
WADA. Reprinted from [53].

Planning to determine accessibility

Given a model of the environment and a kinematic model of the wheelchair, accessibility
assessment can be reformulated as the problem of determining if a plan for motion ex-
ists such that the hand of a user (the end-effector of a kinematic chain) constrained to a
wheelchair (the mobile base) can reach the point in space for which accessibility is desired.
Similarly the problem of determining accessibility becomes the problem of determining the
set of reachable end-effector positions from a given starting pose.

Han et al. [18] suggested that wheelchair simulation could be used to demonstrate the
performance of a wheelchair against a built environment in order to avoid the ambiguity
and complexity associated with traditional prescriptive-based approaches to accessibility
assessment. The idea here is to use motion planning techniques to model the possible
performance of a wheelchair within a designed environment. The behavior of a moving
wheelchair is simulated directly under the constraints of the wheelchair itself, the geometry
of the environment, and guidelines for accessibility analysis. The set of building elements
that needs to be accessible (such as doors and toilets) are represented within the simulation.
The motion planning technique determines accessible route segments between adjacent
elements by verifying the existence of adequate paths for a wheelchair to negotiate given
the kinematic constraints imposed by the wheelchair. In order to consider and evaluate
environment modifications, the designer can make “what-if” changes to the environment
and invoke the motion planner to analyze the accessibility of each design option.

As a product of Han’s research, the Wheelchair-Accessible Design Assistant
(WADA) [53] was developed. WADA uses a 2D simulation of the environment and the
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wheelchair (Figure 2.16 (a)) to assess accessibility. The WADA derives the geometrical
description of an architectural space from the Architectural Desktop (ADT) and then sends
this information to a motion planner (together with a wheelchair description and a set of
input vectors that represent the nonholonomic constraints of the wheelchair). The motion
planner then determines whether or not the space is accessible (Figure 2.16 (b)) and sends
the results back to the Architectural Desktop (ADT) [53].

Han et al.’s work demonstrated the power of motion planning in automated accessibility
assessment, but it also suggests areas for improvement. For instance, in [18] and [53] the
planning is done in 2D so it cannot determine if the wheelchair user can reach the light
switches, electrical outlets, etc. as required in the Fair Housing Act [47]. Han initially used
a potential field planner, and constrained the wheelchair motion to three options - left, right
and forward. Later [54] improved the approach to include a larger set of motions by using a
Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (RRT) planner, although the dimension of the environment
was still restricted to 2D. As higher degree of freedom introduces higher complexity the
choice of motion planner is critical. The properties of various motion planning techniques
and their suitability for accessibility assessment are discussed in the next section.

2.2 Motion Planning
Motion planning emerged as a crucial and productive research area in robotics in the late
1960’s [37]. There are various aspects in this field. This section provides a brief overview
of the basic motion planning problem and provides a survey of current techniques with
special attention paid to planners appropriate for high dimensional search spaces such as
the Probabilistic Roadmap Method (PRM) and its variants.

2.2.1 Definition and application
A robot A moves in a Euclidean spaceW , called its workspace, represented over RN with
N (typically in the range of 2 or 3) as the spatial dimension. B1,B2, ...,Bq are fixed rigid
objects (called obstacles) distributed in W . The configuration space of A is the space C
of all possible configurations of A, and it is a key concept in solving motion planning
problems. The obstacles Bi’s cause some regions in C to be forbidden. Every Bi maps in C
to a set of configurations at which A collides with Bi, which is called the C-obstacle of Bi
and is denoted as CBi. The set C f ree = C \

Sq
i=1CBi is called the free space ofA. A free path

between two free configurations qinit and qgoal of A is a continuous map τ: [0,1]→ C f ree,
with τ(0) = qinit and τ(1) = qgoal . Given the above, the motion planning problem can be
formalized as follows: Given an initial configuration qinit and a goal configuration qgoal
of A, generate a free path between qinit and qgoal if there exists one, and report failure
otherwise [37].
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2.17: Examples of the applications of motion planning. (a) Complicated theoretical
problems such as the Alpha Puzzle can be solved by motion planning techniques; (b) A
digital actor plays chess with a virtual robot: the digital actor is animated while maintaining
the elusive human characteristics; (c) An application of motion planning to the sealing
process in automotive manufacturing: the robotic manipulators’ motion can be computed
automatically by specifying the high-level sealing tasks; (d) Using mobile robots to move
furniture (here a grand piano): the motion planner must detect collisions between robots
and with other furniture. Reprinted from [40].
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Motion planning plays an important role in various fields, including robotics, manufac-
turing, computer games and virtual environments, drug design, and aerospace applications
(see Figure 2.17). It is a fundamental computational problem in the creation of autonomous
robots. It can also be used to check the geometrical feasibility of planned operations. [38]
summarizes some of the important achievements in the development of motion planning
techniques and discusses the problems regarding computational issues.

Traditional motion planning approaches for few-DOF robots can be very efficient, even
in large and complex environments encountered in practical problems. For many-DOF
problems and more complex problems, including planning with dynamic constraints and
planning for reconfigurable robots, traditional planning is inappropriate and randomized or
probabilistic algorithms are needed.

2.2.2 Traditional motion planning approaches
Motion planning algorithms entail considering the abilities of the robot and the structure of
the environment to solve the planning problem. They usually (see [37, 11]) break the prob-
lem into two basic steps: (i) Define a graph to represent a geometric structure of the environ-
ment; (ii) Perform a graph search to find a connected path between the node corresponding
to qstart and the node corresponding to qgoal . Although there exist a large number of meth-
ods for solving the motion planning problem most traditional methods are based on one of
three general approaches: roadmap, cell decomposition, and potential field [37, 11, 57].

Roadmap

The roadmap approach is based on the formal concept of configuration space. The roadmap
R= (N,E) is a graph, i.e. a network of one-dimensional curves, capturing the connectivity
of C f ree, where N is a set of configurations ofA appropriately chosen over C f ree, E is a set of
(simple) paths; an edge (a,b) corresponds to a feasible path connecting the configuration a
and b. OnceR is constructed, each motion-planning query is processed by first connecting
qinit and qgoal to two nodes in R and then searching the roadmap for a path connecting
these two nodes (e.g. using a graph search algorithm such as Breath-First search, Dijkstra’s
algorithm or A* search).

A well constructed roadmap R should have these two characteristics [57]: (1) Any
configuration in C can be easily connected to R; (2) Each connected component in R cor-
responds to one and only one connected component in C. Classical examples of roadmaps
include visibility graphs [42] (Figure 2.18(a)), Voronoi diagrams [45] (Figure 2.18(b)), and
silhouettes [10].
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.18: Examples of roadmap approaches applied on two-dimensional configuration
spaces with polygonal C-obstacles. The shaded areas represent obstacles. The solid lines
are the edges ofR. The dotted lines connect qinit and qgoal toR. (a) In the visibility graph,
the vertices of C-obstacles are connected by a link if the straight line segment joining them
does not intersect the C-obstacles’ interior. (b) The Voronoi diagram is a network of line
segments and parabolic curves, which are the set of points equidistant from at least two C-
obstacles. The path generated by this method keeps the robot as far away from the obstacles
as possible, unlike the visibility graph. Reprinted from [37].

Figure 2.19: An illustration of the quadtree decomposition method in a two-dimensional
configuration space. (a) The configuration space is bounded by a rectangle and contains
three polygonal C-obstacles. (b) The rectangle is divided into four identical rectangles. If
the interior of a rectangle lies completely in C f ree or in some CBi, then it is not decomposed
further. Otherwise, it is recursively decomposed into four rectangles until some prede-
fined resolution is attained. A channel extracted from this decomposition is shown in bold
contour. Reprinted from [37].
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Figure 2.20: Octree decomposition is very similar to the quadtree decomposition. Instead
of rectangles, each node in octree is a cube. Each cube can be recursively decomposed into
eight cubes. Reprinted from [37].

Cell decomposition

The idea behind cell decomposition methods is to decompose C f ree into simple regions,
called cells. A cell is marked as 1 (dark) if it is occupied by an C-obstacle, or else marked
as 0 (white) if it is free. An undirected connectivity graph is constructed to represent the
adjacency relation between the cells. This graph can then be searched to find a sequence
of cells connecting the two cells that contain qinit and qgoal , from which the final free path
can be extracted.

Two categories of cell decomposition methods exist: exact and approximate ones. Ex-
act cell decomposition methods decompose C f ree into cells whose union is exactly C f ree,
but approximate ones do not. Examples of exact methods include trapezoidal maps and
triangulation maps (tetrahedralization maps in 3D) [14]. Many approximate cell decom-
position methods have a recursive nature. A coarse approximation becomes finer at each
level by subdividing cells that partically overlap both free and forbidden space. Examples
of such recursive representations include the quadtree shown in Figure 2.19 and the octree
shown in Figure 2.20).

Potential field

The potential field method was initially proposed for online collision avoidance, but can
also be used to solve general planning problems [38]. Unlike the previous two approaches,
the potential field method does not pre-compute a connectivity graph. Instead it uses an
artificial potential function as a heuristic to guide the search for a path. The function is
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Goal field

Obstacle field

Sum

Figure 2.21: Potential field function can be sum of the goal field function and the obstacle
field function. Pictures derived from [37].

produced by a goal configuration as an “attractive potential” which pullsA toward the goal
and the C-obstacles as a “repulsive potential” which pushes A away from them (see Fig-
ure 2.21). The negated gradient at a given configuration q suggests the most promising
direction of motion at q. Potential field methods can be very efficient and compute opti-
mized solutions, but they can become trapped in a local minima of the function and it is
difficult to construct local-minima-free potential functions [38, 57].

Summary

An important issue in motion planning is the computational complexity of the algo-
rithms, which has attracted interest from theoretical computer science researchers since
the 1980’s [55, 59, 10]. A complete solution to the motion planning problem is known
to be exponential to the robot’s degree of freedom and a historical account of the com-
putational analysis is given in [10]. The traditional planning algorithms described in this
section are resolution-complete, if properly implemented: they always find a path if there
exists one. They can solve complex path planning problems in 2D and 3D configuration
spaces quickly, but none of these planners extends well to robots with more than 4 or 5
DOFs [38, 57]. Solutions to these more complex problems require probabilistic solutions,
and these are discussed below.

2.2.3 Randomized planning algorithm
A number of heuristic techniques have been proposed for high-dimensional planning. Per-
haps the earliest of these is the Randomized Path Planner (RPP), a variant of the potential
field method which was introduced in 1991 [3, 2]. The RPP alternates “down motions” to
track the negated gradient of a potential field and “random motions” to escape local min-
ima. The approach has proven to be successful for planning for robots with 3 to 31 DOFs.
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To avoid pathological cases caused by the deterministic potential field, the Probabilistic
Roadmap Method (PRM) [27, 28, 29, 22] was later developed and continues to be used
and developed (see [23, 5, 26, 57, 21, 13]). It is important to note that these methods are
probabilistic and it is not guaranteed that these planners will find a path even though one
exists, but if they do find a path it will take the device from the initial configuration to the
goal.

Probabilistic Roadmap Method (PRM)

The Probabilistic Roadmap Method (PRM) [27, 28, 29, 22] is one of the most successful
methods for solving complex motion planning problems. It belongs to the roadmap ap-
proach introduced in previous section. The main difference between the PRM and earlier
approaches is that the PRM does not attempt to construct an exact representation of the
shape of C f ree so that the roadmap R can be constructed in reasonable time. The idea here
is to create a very simplifiedR that approximately “covers” C f ree. The basic PRM proceeds
in two main phases: the preprocessing phase and the query phase.

In the preprocessing phase (also referred as learning phase or roadmap construction
phase in the literature) R is constructed by connecting randomly sampled collision-free
configurations using a simple local planner. The sequence of steps in this phase is outlined
below:

1. Generation of random nodes (Figure 2.22(b,c)). Configurations are sampled by pick-
ing a random configuration of A. The basic PRM uses a uniform sampling scheme
which has difficulty in finding paths through narrow passages in the scene, because
it places many samples in “open” regions but not enough samples in “tight” regions.
A thorough analysis on this issue is given in [24]. The sampling methodology is
crucial to the algorithm’s performance, and many different sampling strategies have
been proposed. The earliest methods used the form of the constructed roadmap to
add more samples in the neighborhood of nodes that were connected with few neigh-
bors in an “enhancement phase” [27, 29]. Several configuration space-based methods
have been developed, including the dilated free space method [24], and MAPRM (a
PRM with sampling on the medial axis of C f ree) [71]. However, these methods can be
expensive to implement in high dimensional configuration spaces. Considering the
low dimension ofW (typically only two or three) and the correspondence of narrow
passages in C and W , methods based on workspace information to guide the sam-
pling have proven to be successful. Such methods sample more densely near obstacle
boundaries [1, 9] or far from obstacles, on the medial axis [21], or in “difficult” re-
gions obtained directly from the workspace computation [5, 35]. A general sampling
approach that recursively refines an initially sparse sampling was introduced in [13].
This hierarchical PRM (HPRM) is discussed in the next section.
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Figure 2.22: Basic PRM steps. See text for details. Figure derived from [11].
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2. Collision detection (Figure 2.22(d,e)). Sampled configurations from the above step
are tested for collision with obstacles and self-collision in workspace. Collision-free
configurations (configurations in C f ree) are retained in R. There exist a variety of
techniques for efficient collision detection such as the grid method and the Bounding
Volume Hierarchy (BVH) method [70, 33, 62]. The grid method is similar to the
cell decomposition method described in the previous section. The main difference
between them is that the grid method for collision decomposes the workspace rather
than the configuration space. The BVH method approximates each object with a tree
of bounding volumes (spheres or boxes). The bounding volume at a node encloses
the bounding volumes of its children. If the leaves of two trees overlap, then there is
a collision between the two objects the trees represent. Usually the first two steps are
interleaved until a pre-specified number N of nodes has been computed.

3. Interconnection of the nodes with a local planner (Figure 2.22(f,g,h)). Given some
metric defined on C, for each node x, all the other nodes are ordered according to
increasing distance from x and the local planner tries to connect x to each of the K
(K is a predefined parameter) closest nodes. Choosing the proper distance function,
local planner, and K is important to the performance of the PRM planner. There are
tradeoffs in the choice of the local planner. Powerful local planners often succeed in
finding a local path when one exists, but they take more time and require more space
to store the local paths. Simple deterministic local planners are less successful in
connecting two nodes and thus require more nodes to be generated in the roadmaps,
but the local paths computed do not need to be recorded since they can easily be
recovered in the query phase. Best experimental results have been obtained using
simple deterministic planners [65, 29]. As an example, a typical fast local planner
that tries to connect two configurations with a straight line inW has shown success
in solving planning problems for very high-dimensional holonomic robots [27, 29].

In the query phase, a query (qinit ,qgoal) is processed by first connecting qinit and qgoal to
R (Figure 2.22(i)). Assume that R is a single-component graph. If the attempt to connect
qinit and qgoal to R fails, then report failure. Otherwise, perform a graph search on R
for a global path that starts at qinit followed by a concatenation of local paths and ends at
qgoal (Figure 2.22(j)). The local paths here are recomputed without collision checking and
should be the same as the ones computed when the roadmap was constructed.

The execution of the two phases can be varied in different situations. A PRM plan-
ner may pre-compute a roadmap and use it to process many queries. It requires the con-
structed roadmap “cover” the entire C f ree well. In contrast, single-query planners build a
new roadmap for each new query and do not have to achieve a good coverage of C f ree.

Note that the quality of the computed global path may not be satisfying as it relies on
the sampling scheme, the number of nodes in R, properties of the local path planner, and
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Figure 2.23: A path given by HPRM: higher clearance parts of the path are covered by
larger balls. Reprinted from [13].

the global search method. In practice a good path may be required to keep some distance
(clearance) from the obstacles and be smooth, and many techniques that can improve the
path quality exist. For example, [32] uses an augmented version of Dijkstra’s algorithm by
incorporating a higher cost for edges that have small clearance, [39] randomly selects seg-
ments of the global path and shortcuts them by the local planner, and in [4] local geometric
operations (i.e. cutting off triangle corners) are performed iteratively on the global path.

Hierarchical PRM (HPRM)

As a hierarchical variant of the PRM, Hierarchical PRM (HPRM) [13] samples C f ree adap-
tively by recursively refining an initially sparse sampling. Sampling is biased towards
difficult regions by using the information contained in the nodes to estimate the local size
of C f ree. The key element in the approach is the clearance cl(c) – the distance from a con-
figuration c ∈ C f ree to the nearest point on an obstacles. Imagine covering a path τ in C
with spheres whose radius is indicated by the local clearance of τ (see Figure 2.23). With
a clearance oracle which determines whether cl(c) ≤ r for a given c and r, it suffices to
sample densely only in regions of small clearance [12]. This method not only generates a
smaller roadmap than that obtained by uniform sampling, but also has a higher probability
of success. The main drawback is the running time of the clearance oracle. Although this
can be reduced by only computing a bound on the clearance, it still requires an examination
of the entire C, which can be expensive.
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PRM in dynamic and reconfigurable environments

While most motion planning strategies assume a static environment, environments are
hardly static in reality. Considerable research has been done in motion planning in the
presence of dynamic objects, and some of these approaches are based on or are related to
PRM (e.g., [41, 6, 69]). Different dynamic environments can be defined. The change of dy-
namic obstacles might be predefined [6, 69] or unknown [41], it might be continuous [69]
or occasional [6]. A straightforward approach to model a dynamic environment with a
PRM would be to create the roadmap as if none of the moving obstacles is present and to
then mark parts of the roadmap as being temporarily blocked as long as they are occupied
by a moving obstacle. For example, [41] uses a voxel grid covering the environment, and
introduces an efficient mapping from the voxels to nodes and edges in the roadmap. When
some obstacle changes position, it is easy to identify the nodes and edges invalidated by
the motion of the obstacle.

Given the specifics of the Accessibility Assessment problem here we are specifically
interested in a static environment with prior knowledge of the potential placements of
“changeable” obstacles. That is a set of related static environments where the environments
are identical except for the removal (or addition) of specific known obstacles. Although re-
lated to dynamic environments, such reconfigurable environments are simpler in that the
changes are discrete rather than continuous. A solution to this reconfigurable environment
is given by [6] which describes the development of the robust roadmap approach. In the
robust roadmap, each edge has an associated potential set describing for which obstacle
placements the roadmap is valid.

2.3 Summary
This chapter reviewed several aspects of accessibility assessment, from its social impor-
tance to a discussion of the existing technologies supporting it. As 3D sensing, modeling
and planning technologies have advanced, intelligent 3D systems for fast and accurate ac-
cessibility assessment of built environments for different types of mobility are being de-
veloped. Such techniques can be used build 3D geometry models that can be used for
accessibility assessment. The second half of the chapter focused on related research in mo-
tion planning. Users seated in wheelchairs and capable of reaching from the chair can be
modelled as high DOF kinematic structures connected to a wheeled mobile base. Acces-
sibility assessment can be framed as the task of estimating that portion of the environment
that can be reached by such a device – a task that is equivalent to motion planning. Planning
in high DOF environments requires sophisticated search algorithms and PRM algorithms
and its variants are an appropriate choice for solving planning problems for high DOFs
within a reasonable time. They can also be adapted for efficient replanning in different but
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related environments. In this report, a PRM-based planner is used to perform accessibility
assessment over a collection of possible modifications to an environment. The details of
the technique are presented in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Accessibility Assessment
The problem of accessibility assessment is to find that part of the environment that is ac-
cessible to people with mobility limits and to suggest modifications of the environment
to improve the size of the region that is accessible. The efficiency of randomized and
probabilistic motion planners makes them attractive as a primitive upon which accessibil-
ity assessment algorithms can be constructed. In this chapter a PRM variant is presented
and this is combined with an environmental planner to solve the accessibility assessment
problem.

Traditionally the problem of high-dimensional motion planning assumes that each of
the joint angles are equivalent but in the accessibility assessment domain (and likely in
many other domains) not all DOFs are ‘equal.’ Consider a person in a wheelchair who
attempts to reach an object in the environment. It is more likely that the person will move
the wheelchair to an area close to the object first and then move his arm than to first move
the arm and then the wheelchair. Clearly in this task the movement of the arm is ‘secondary’
to that of the wheelchair in terms of the wheelchair user’s reachability. Motivated by this
observation we explore a hierarchical structure of the DOFs of the kinematic device to
improve the efficiency of the search process.

In this hierarchy we consider subversions of the kinematic structure in which sub-
versional joints are considered over their range of motion. This effective search mechanism
forms the core of the accessibility assessment. Given a effective mechanism to determine
the reachable portion of space a search process is used to determine which modifiable obsta-
cles should be modified and how they should be modified in order to maximize reachability.
The algorithm is sketched in Figure 3.1.

This chapter starts by giving a formal statement of the problem of accessibility as-
sessment which is intended to formalize the definition of the reachable workspace of a
kinematic structure as well as to characterize the potential environmental modifications
(Section 3.1). Then a hierarchical variant of the PRM is presented (Section 3.2), followed
by an environmental planner which is used to evaluate potential environmental modifica-
tions (Section 3.3).

3.1 Formal statement of the problem
The problem of accessibility assessment involves maximizing the reachable portion of the
environment, given (i) a fixed and known environment, (ii) a set of modifiable environmen-
tal features, and (iii) a set of kinematic constraints introduced by the wheelchair and the
user (here modeled as a generic ’arm’). We begin by defining each of these properties in
terms of motion planning notation.
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Figure 3.1: The workflow of the accessibility assessment. The solid lines are the main steps
in the process. The dotted lines are the optional steps, which let a user know if a point in
the scene is reachable.

3.1.1 Environment
Following [37], let A be a kinematic device defined in an n-dimensional configuration
space C, and operating on a plane in a three-dimensional Euclidean spaceW . A consists of
a mobile base Abase and an attached kinematic chain Aarm. W consists of permanent ob-
staclesO= {o1,o2, ...ol} and modifiable obstaclesM= {m1,m2, ...mh}. The environment
is static in real time, i.e. onceA is “turned on” then no obstacle will change position. Each
obstacle has exactly one pose inW . A modifiable obstacle mi may be in one of ki prede-
fined possible states. Following the concept of potential placements introduced by [6], for
each mi, a set of potential placements PP(mi) = {pp0

i , pp1
i , ...ppki

i } is defined, which in-
cludes one pp0 representing that mi is not present in the environment, and pp1

i representing
that mi is in some default (initial) location. There is a finite number ki (ki ≥ 2) of discrete
placements of mi. Each pp j

i ∈ PP(mi) (0≤ j ≤ ki) maps mi to a placement inW .
There are Πh

i=1ki possible combinations of placements of all modifiable obstacles. Let
P1,P2, ... denote members of the placements superset. These represent all possible “con-
figurations” of the environment. To be more precise, each Px can be imagined as a vector
of length h (ppx1

1 , ppx2
2 , ...ppxh

h ), where the i-th entry ppxi
i denotes the placement of mi. Let

P1 = (pp1
1, pp1

2, ...pp1
h) denote the initial environment and P0 = (pp0

1, pp0
2, ...pp0

h) denote
the minimalist environment in which all modifiable obstacles have been removed.

3.1.2 Reachable workspace
Given an initial configuration cinit ∈ C f ree and P i, the reachable workspaceWreach(P i) of
A is the set of points in W reachable by the end-effector of A’s manipulator from cinit .
Here, for w ∈Wreach(P i), w is “reachable” iff it satisfies the following two criteria:
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1. There exists at least one configuration c ∈ C f ree such that the end-effector is posi-
tioned at w;

2. There exists at least one path from cinit to c that A can execute (subject to both
kinematic and obstacle constraints).

The size ofWreach is denoted as | Wreach | and is defined as the volume of the spaceWreach
in W . Here we define that Wreach(Px) is larger than Wreach(Py) iff | Wreach(Px) |>|
Wreach(Py) |. However, we do note that other definitions can be imagined. For exam-
ple, a reachable workspace with more feasible paths might be considered larger than the
other. It is, however, sufficient to use this simple definition for now.

3.1.3 Accessibility assessment
Given the formalism, accessibility assessment can be decomposed into the task of finding
the non-trivial placement Popt that has the maximum reachability | Wreach(Popt) | (clearly
Popt is no better than (pp0

1, pp0
2, ...., pp0

h)). The problem is that the set of all possible
environmental configurations is very large and it is impractical to search through them in
an exhaustive manner. Here we take the simple greedy approach to search from P1 to the
‘best’ environment within a bounded modification cost as defined below.

Define ς(ppxi
i ) to be the cost function of modifying obstacle mi from its initial config-

uration pp1
i to ppxi

i . Assume that the cost of changing objects is independent, then ς(Px),
the overall cost of the modification of each modifiable obstacle from P1 to Px, is given
by Σn

i=1ς(ppxi
i ). The cost function can be implemented in many ways. In general, the cost

of keeping the obstacle in its initial configuration should be zero and the cost of removing
it from the scene entirely should always be more expensive than any other modifications.
Formally, the cost function should satisfy the following criteria:

1. ∀i ∈ [1..h],ς(pp1
i ) = 0;

2. ∀i ∈ [1..h],∀ j ∈ [1..ki],ς(pp0
i ) > ς(pp j

i ).

Accessibility assessment makes use of two sub-algorithms: a motion planner and an
environmental planner (see Figure 3.1). The motion planner is the core. It takes the en-
vironmental model, the user’s kinematic model and initial configuration as inputs, and
constructs a roadmap in C f ree, which can be mapped to the workspace to estimateWreach.
Then the environmental planner is executed iteratively to modify obstacles until an opti-
mized environment configuration Popt is found. These two planners are discussed in the
following sections.
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3.2 Motion planner: hierarchical PRM
In many ways traditional PRMs treat the entire world as being equally difficult and all of the
joint angles as being equally effective in terms of solving the problem. In the accessibility
assessment domain these assumptions are quite conservative. This section first describes
a few observations of this followed by a formal definition of the hierarchical roadmap.
Finally a new PRM variant based on this hierarchical roadmap is described.

3.2.1 Observations
Effects of Abase and Aarm

For accessibility assessment, the problem domain is likely to be ‘easy’ in many regions and
only ‘difficult’ in certain areas. For example, a normal indoor environment is likely to have
large regions of open space within which the computational costs associated with PRM are
excessive and where simpler approaches would be suitable. At the same time, it is likely
that certain degrees of freedom of the kinematic structure should be evaluated before others.
Imagine a person trying to get an object from far away, they probably first move to the area
near the object and then reach for it. For the accessibility assessment problem, we observe
that movements of Abase often have a more significant effect on A than movements of
Aarm. Observe that there are two computations that are critical in accessibility assessment:
Occupancy Analysis (can the kinematic structure exist at a particular configuration without
striking obstacles?), and Reachability Analysis (starting from some initial configuration,
where can the kinematic structure reach?). If we know a priori that certain dimensions of
the problem are more likely to be critical to the solution than others, we can exploit this in
terms of both computations. We begin by considering this informally and then provide a
more formal definition.

Occupancy analysis

In PRM, configuration space obstacles are not represented explicitly, instead, a collision
checker determines whether a configuration is free or not. Collision detection is performed
to verify the random selected nodes as well as the local paths connecting them. This is one
reason for the high computational cost of the preprocessing phase of the PRM. Exploiting
the hierarchical nature of the problem in accessibility assessment and the large areas of
open space ‘combined’ joints can be used to detect collisions more effectively.

The occupancy of the robot inW is used for collision detection. When a configuration
is checked for collision, the position and orientation of each part of the robot in W are
computed and tested against all obstacles. It is possible to perform these tests for collisions
using conservative approximations of the wheelchair and user. For example in Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.2: There exist open regions in a typical residence environment, the wheelchair can
be estimated as a cylinder for efficient collision detection.
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Figure 3.3: An illustration of the combination of a planer manipulator that consists of
two revolute joints. Testing for intersections of the object in (a) involves a 2D search
process. (b) shows a conservative approximation to (a) in which every possible joint angle
θ2 is considered at each instance by replacing L3 and θ2 by a single circular object. Any
configuration that is not in C f ree for (a) will also not be in C f ree for (b). (c) shows an
even more conservative version of (a) in which both θ1 and θ2 have been replaced with a
conservative physical structure.

collisions between a person in a wheelchair can be estimated as a large cylinder in open
regions of space, while more accurate (and hence more expensive) representations may be
required near obstacles.

We can exploit this property in a hierarchical manner where more DOFs are available.
Consider the planar 3-link manipulator example shown in Figure 3.3. The structure is
indexed by θ1 and θ2 as shown in Figure 3.3(a) but it can be represented by the larger
physical structure shown in Figures 3.3(b) and (c). Determining if a given configuration
(θ1,θ2) is in C f ree can be tested first by checking to see if the structure in Figure 3.3(c) is
in C f ree. If it is, then we are done. If it is not, then the structure in Figure 3.3(b) with the
specific value of θ1 should be tested. Again, if this test shows that the structure is in C f ree
then we are done. If neither of these tests succeed then the original object must be tested.

It is important to note that these conservative approximations not only test specific con-
figurations of the robot for collision but if they succeed they also test a wide range of con-
figurations for reachability. As the goal here is to determine all reachable configurations,
this more conservative approximation to the kinematic structure is particularly powerful.

Reachability analysis

In the traditional PRM algorithm, nodes are sampled by randomly choosing a value at each
of A’s DOFs. Each node corresponds to an exact pose of A in W , at which A’s end-
effector reaches one point in W (Figure 3.4(a)). As a result, the reachable area mapped
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Figure 3.4: (a) Given a valid configuration, only a reachable point can be determined by
computing the position of the end-effector. (b) Rotating the L3 by any angle turns a reach-
able point into a reachable circle. (c) Shows an even more conservative version of (a) in
which both θ1 and θ2 can take any value.

from a collection of random nodes is a set of points distributed over W . The PRM uses
a network of random nodes to capture the connectivity of the C f ree such that an explicit
representation of the entire C f ree can be avoided. In accessibility assessment not only is
the connectivity of the workspace a concern but the size of the reachable portion is also of
interest.

The reachability problem can be seen as a sub-problem of the occupancy problem, since
the robot’s reachable area is a subset of its occupied area. Consider the example shown in
Figure 3.4, in open regions the reachable point becomes a reachable circle or annulus. For a
general kinematic structure, by ordering its DOFs and applying this strategy hierarchically
we may be able to explore the structure’s reachability more efficiently.

3.2.2 Hierarchical probabilistic roadmaps
Given the above observations in considering the problem of accessibility assessment, we
can exploit specific properties of the domain. Specifically we can order the DOF of the
kinematic structure and apply a hierarchical approach to the planning task. We begin by
extending the definition of the traditional roadmap given an ‘ordered importance’ of the
configuration space.

Normally a configuration c of A is written as a vector of length n, say c = ( j1... jn).
Instead we seek a representation within which certain joint angles are ‘free’ and can as-
sume arbitrary values within some previously defined domain. Order the joints such
that more important joints have a lower index. Let the domain of ji be Di, cr =
( j1, j2, ... jr) is a subset of D1×D2× ...Dn, given by {∀xr+1 ∈ Dr+1,xr+2 ∈ Dr+2, ...xn ∈
Dn | ( j1, j2, .. jr,xr+1,xr+2, ...xn)}. That is cr is the set of possible configurations with joints
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1...r having specific values but joints r +1...n being free. This hierarchical concept applies
to general kinematic structures in the domain of motion planning. To establish the gen-
eral representation of cr, we first order the n DOFs, then fix the first r DOFs and take all
possible values of the remaining DOFs to construct the hierarchical body. This definition
implies the hierarchy: joint i is “more important” than joint i+1.

A configuration c is said to be valid if the robot in configuration c is in the free space of
W . Similarly cr is said to be valid if every element of cr is in the free space ofW . Let V (cr)
denote the function that returns true if cr is valid. The reachable area of a configuration c
is the points in W where the end-effector can reach. The reachable area RAc(cr) of cr is
therefore the union of the reachable points of every element in cr. In addition, the region of
the world that the robot can occupy is also of interest and let OAc(cr)1 be the union of A’s
occupied area of every element in cr. Under the hierarchy assumption nodes with lower r
occupy and reach larger workspaces than those with higher r. To be precise, we have these
three lemmas:

Lemma 3.2.1. ∀i, j ∈ [0,n], i < j∧V (ci) =⇒ V (c j). For some configuration ofA, that its
lower hierarchical representation is free implies the higher hierarchical representation is
free, too.

Lemma 3.2.2. ∀i, j ∈ [0,n], i < j =⇒ RAc(ci)⊇RAc(c j). For some configuration ofA, the
reachable workspace of the lower hierarchy is the superset of that of the higher hierarchy.

Lemma 3.2.3. ∀i, j∈ [0,n], i < j =⇒ OAc(ci)⊇OAc(c j). For some configuration ofA, the
occupied workspace of the lower hierarchy is the superset of that of the higher hierarchy.

The basics of the notation is illustrated in Figure 3.5 which shows a mobile manipulator
A that consists of a mobile base Abase and a two link manipulator Aarm. (This model is
a simplified version of the kinematic structure in the problem of accessibility assessment
of a user on a wheelchair with a single arm.) Based on the observation of the different
effects of Abase and Aarm, we order the DOFs of A from its base to its end-effector such
that its configuration is written as an ordered array c = (x,y,θ,φ1,φ2). Suppose D1 =
[xmin,xmax], D2 = [ymin,ymax], D3 = [−π,π), D4 = [−π,π), and D5 = [−π,π). Figure 3.6
shows the hierarchy of occupancy, and Figure 3.7 shows the hierarchy of reachability. c0

is not illustrated but can be easily imagined, it is the entire workspace of A. Note the
relationship between Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. If the test for occupancy for Figure 3.6(a-
d) passes then the corresponding Figure 3.7(a-d) is reachable.

Hierarchical representations can be very complex shapes and they can also have holes.
In practice the computation of the exact hierarchical representations is time consuming
and unnecessary. For occupancy estimation conservative representations of these complex

1The subscript c of the notations RAc and OAc indicates that the mappings are for nodes, while e indicates
mappings for edges.
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Figure 3.5: A consists ofAbase andAarm that has two links L1 and L2 connected by revolute
joints. The configuration of A is written as (x,y,θ,φ1,φ2).
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Figure 3.6: Representations of hierarchical occupancy. (a) OAc(c4); (b) OAc(c3); (c)
OAc(c2); (d) OAc(c1).
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Figure 3.7: Representations of hierarchical reachability. (a) RAc(c4); (b) RAc(c3); (c)
RAc(c2); (d) RAc(c1). The reachable region changes from a circle, to a shell, and finally to
complex volumes.

shapes can provide significant computational savings. Note that the hierarchical repre-
sentations of the combined robot bodies can be computed prior to the execution of the
motion planner. This needs to be done only once for each DOF of the robot, independent
of the robot’s configuration. It is not repeated for each new planning problem. Moreover,
in the domain of accessibility assessment, models of the kinematic structures are often
available long before they are used for motion planning leaving plenty of opportunity for
pre-computation.

The hierarchy is applicable not only to the kinematic configurations (nodes of the
roadmap), but also can be applied to the paths connecting configurations. The motivation
here is the observation of the different effects of Abase and Aarm discussed in the previous
section. To generalize the local path to incorporate the hierarchy of states, we define a label
er, meaning that each configuration c along edge e is associated with the same or smaller r
(see Figure 3.8). The function V (er), RAe(er) and OAe(er) can be defined in terms of the
hierarchical nodes on er:

V (er) = true ⇐⇒ ∀cr ∈ er,V (cr) = true (3.1)

RAe(er) =
[

cr∈er

RAc(cr) (3.2)
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: A three-link planer manipulator moves from one configuration to another one
following a local path e. (a) The shaded area is the workspace that the manipulator occupies
while moving along e; (b) The shaded area is the workspace that the manipulator occupies
while moving along e2 (dark shaded area is generated by the hierarchical body).

OAe(er) =
[

cr∈er

OAc(cr) (3.3)

3.2.3 Construction of the hierarchical roadmapR
We now describe the main steps of the construction of the hierarchical roadmap introduced
in the previous section. Nodes with large reachable areas are preferred in the domain of
accessibility assessment (they establish more of the environment as being reachable for
each calculation). So for each configuration c, we look for minimum values rmin such that
V (crmin) is true, and we call rmin the rank of c. The procedure described in the pseudocode
below tries to find a new random configuration and establish its most general representation
in the hierarchy.
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Algorithm 1 Node selection
1: nodeFound← f alse

2: while ¬nodeFound do
3: c← a randomly chosen configuration in C
4: for k← 1 to n do
5: if V (ck) then
6: nodeFound← true

7: break
8: end if
9: end for

10: end while
11: N← N∪{ck}

In the for loop from Line 4 to Line 9, the algorithm attempts to compute the rank of
the node by checking collision of the hierarchical representations. Once the minimal valid
hierarchical representation is established, the configuration together with the computed
rank will be added to the set of nodes N (Line 11).

Whenever a new hierarchical node is found, we select a number of candidate nodes
from the current set N and try to connect the new node to each of them. In addition to the
connection computation performed by the traditional local planner, we need to establish
the rank (i.e. the minimal hierarchy) of the edge. For an edge e we look for the minimum
dimension rmin such that V (ermin) is true.

The hierarchical nodes interconnection is built upon an existing local path locator and
a hierarchy establisher. The local path locator returns an edge candidate, i.e. a local path
that A can follow from one configuration to another. Then the hierarchy establisher tries
to check if the edge candidate is collision free and meanwhile establishes the edge’s most
general representation in the hierarchy. The process of establishing the hierarchical node
interconnection is outlined below in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Connect(ar1,br2)
1: τ← the edge candidate returned by the local path locator
2: Discretize τ into a list of configurations τ′ = (c1,c2, ...,cm)
3: rcurrent ←MAX(r1,r2)
4: for all ci ∈ τ′ do
5: for k← rcurrent to n do
6: if V (ck

i ) then
7: rcurrent ← k

8: break
9: else

10: exit and report failure
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: E← E ∪{(a,b)rcurrent}

In line 3, the hierarchy r is initialized to be the maximal value of the two ends. There
is an obvious lemma according to the definition of the hierarchical edge connecting two
nodes ar1 and br2:

Lemma 3.2.4. V (er) = true =⇒ r ≥ r1∧ r ≥ r2, i.e. the rank of an edge is not less than
the rank of either end node of the edge.

Algorithm 2 searches over the sequence of configurations on the edge for verification
and hierarchy establishment. This general approach is straightforward and easy to imple-
ment. A number of components of the algorithm are still unspecified. In particular, we
need to define the mapping RA and OA between W and R for the computation of reach-
able workspace as well as for collision checking. Also the distance function between two
hierarchical nodes needs to be defined.

Mapping betweenW andR

A key element of the motion planning approach is the mapping between the workspaceW
and the roadmap R. On one hand, the reachable workspace depends on the constructed
roadmap. On the other hand validation of the roadmap depends on the distributions of
obstacles in the workspace. HenceW and R are closely related. Let the workspaceW be
represented by a uniform cell decomposition denoted by D. In terms of this representation
the functions RAc and RAe can be defined:
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Definition 3.2.1. RAc(cr) = {d ∈ D | d is reached by the end-effector of A from some
configuration of cr}.

Definition 3.2.2. RAe(er) = {d ∈ D | d is reached by the end-effector of A from some
configuration of cr

i for cr
i on er}.

Given these two functions the reachable workspace can be computed by the nodes and
edges of the connected componentR′ (R′ ⊆R) that contains cinit :

Wreach =

( [
cr∈R′

RAc(cr)

)
∪

( [
er∈R′

RAe(er)

)
(3.4)

RAc and RAe are many-to-one mappings. Define the complete inverse maps RA−1
c and

RA−1
e as follows:

Definition 3.2.3. RA−1
c (d) = {c ∈ N | RA(c)

T
d 6= φ}.

Definition 3.2.4. RA−1
e (d) = {er ∈ E | RA(er)

T
d 6= φ}.

In practice, RA−1
c (d) can store just one node that maps to d and RA−1

e (d) can store just
one edge that maps to d. Given an arbitrary cell d in D, RA−1

c can identify one node in R
for which the robot’s end-effector reaches d. We are not only interested in the state of the
end-effector in D, but also that of the entire body of the robot, from which collisions can
be detected. Define two additional mapping OA for this purpose:

Definition 3.2.5. OAc(cr) = {d ∈ D | d is occupied by A for some configuration of cr}.

Definition 3.2.6. OAe(er) = {d ∈ D | d is occupied by A for some configuration of cr
i for

cr
i on er}.

Clearly V (cr) ⇐⇒ OAc(cr)
T
W f ree = φ, and V (er) ⇐⇒ OAe(er)

T
W f ree = φ.

We would like to know the impact of environment modifications on R. Assume R is
first computed in a minimalist environment, i.e. an environment within which all modifiable
obstacles are missing. If obstacles are added toW then some nodes and edges in R may
become invalid. The inverse mappings OA−1

c and OA−1
e are needed for this purpose, which

are defined as follows:

Definition 3.2.7. OA−1
c (d) = {cr ∈R | ξ(cr)

T
d 6= φ}.

Definition 3.2.8. OA−1
e (d) = {er ∈R | ξ(cr

i )
T

d 6= φ for some cr
i on er}.
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Distance function

The distance function is used to select and sort candidate neighbors of each node. For
a pair (cr1

1 ,cr2
2 ) the distance function should reflect the likelihood that the local planner

will compute a feasible path between these two configurations. There can be many ways
to define this function. Here, by taking the hierarchies of nodes into consideration, the
function is defined by using the reachability function RAc of the two nodes cr1

1 and cr2
2 as

follows:

d(cr1
1 ,cr2

2 ) = min ‖ x1− x2 ‖ for some x1 ∈ RAc(c
r1
1 ),x2 ∈ RAc(c

r2
2 ), (3.5)

where ‖ x1− x2 ‖ is the Euclidean distance between points x1 and x2. In this definition
d(cr1

1 ,cr2
2 ) is the minimum distance between the end-effector at two generalized configura-

tions cr1
1 and cr2

2 .

3.2.4 Roadmap Enhancement
One of the difficulties with the traditional PRM algorithm is placing samples in difficult
regions in C f ree. This leads to an additional enhancement phase in the algorithm whose
goal is to increase the connectivity of the roadmap. This can be achieved by placing more
samples around the existing nodes that are likely to lie in such narrow passages in the C f ree.
Since our roadmap is constructed for workspace estimation, connecting the entire C f ree is
not the only goal for our enhancement phase. Furthermore, we are interested in regions in
W f ree \RA(R), which have not been established yet. The purpose of the enhancement here
is to add more nodes in a way that will increase reachable workspace coverage.

The heuristic proposed here identifies areas for enhancement via reachable workspace
estimation. First identify undiscovered regions W f ree \RA(R) that are of interest. This
can be done either automatically or by users. This is not a complex problem since the
workspace W is known and is usually 2D or 3D. For each undiscovered region Wx we
identify nodes in R that are close to Wx. A distance function is needed for this purpose.
Different from the distance function (3.5) which takes two nodes in C f ree as inputs, this
distance function deals with Wx ⊆W f ree and cr ∈ C f ree and is defined as follows:

d̂(Wx,cr) = min ‖ x1− x2 ‖ for some x1 ∈Wx,x2 ∈ RAc(cr). (3.6)

Using this function, N(Wx), the set of K-nearest nodes of Wx in R can be found. K is a
user-defined constant. For each node cr in N(Wx) additional samples are created around cr.
Define the neighborhood B(cr) from which new samples are chosen as follows:

B(cr) = [ j1−w1, j1 +w1]× [ j2−w2, j2 +w2]...× [ jr−wr, jr +wr]×Dr+1...Dn, (3.7)

where wx is a predefined parameter associated with the x-th joint. Recall the definition of cr,
which is the set of configurations possible with joints 1...r having specific values but joints
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Figure 3.9: A mobile manipulator in a 3D toy environment. The toy environment contains
open regions and a narrow passage. There is a shelf on the wall whose reachability is of
interest. (a) Top view; (b) Bird view. The frame assignment ofAbase and each link ofAarm
is illustrated.

r +1...n being free. Since only the first r joints of cr have specific values its neighborhood
can be decided by considering these joints. In order to add new samples, the first r values
can be chosen by a random walk within certain distance from the corresponding values of
cr and the rest are chosen randomly from within their domains. The choice of the distance
parameter wx depends on the corresponding joint jx.

3.2.5 Example
This section provides an example that illustrates the hierarchical strategy described in the
previous section. The environmental setup is shown in Figure 3.9. The environment is in
3D (discretized into 64×64×25 cells) and the kinematic structure is a mobile manipulator
A (A consists of Abase and a 2-link Aarm). First assume everything in the environment is
static. Figure 3.10 shows the constructed hierarchical roadmap of A, where the hierarchies
of the corresponding nodes and edges are indicated by different colors. As can be seen in
this example, the hierarchies of the nodes tend to be lower in open regions and higher in
narrow regions.

Figure 3.11 provides details of the execution of the hierarchical PRM on this example.
Initially the roadmap contains only one node that represents the initial configuration of A.
The rank of each randomly generated node is determined by looking for the most general
occupancy representation of A that does not collide with any obstacles. Similarly the rank
of each edge is determined by looking for the most general occupancy representation of
A along the edge that does not collide with any obstacles. The top row shows tests for a
randomly generated node. c2 and c3 generate collisions while c4 did not, so this specific
node is classified in c4. The construction of the roadmap can be incremental. The lower
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Figure 3.10: A sample representation of the HPRM description of the environment. Nodes
and edges are colored based on their rank. The table shows hierarchical occupancy repre-
sentations of A. Occupancy includes the base of the device.
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Figure 3.11: Construction of the hierarchical roadmapR. Upper row shows the generation
and classification of one node. The rank of a node cr is calculated by checking the hier-
archical occupancy representation of A. Since c2 and c3 both introduced collision but c4

does not, the rank of the node is set to be 4. Lower row shows the hierarchical PRM in
operation. The coverage and connectivity ofR increases as more nodes are added.
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row shows incremental changes in the roadmap. As more nodes are added both coverage
and connectivity of the roadmap increases.

Figure 3.12 shows the result reachable workspaceWreach that is mapped from the con-
structed hierarchical roadmap. Wreach can be viewed in different layers in 3D.

There are empty regions in the environment that are not included inWreach which may
be reachable and the roadmap can be enhanced to discover them. Figure 3.13 shows an
example of such enhancement. The user selects a potentially unreachable region and the
HPRM attempts to link these seeds to the connected graph. It is possible that the regions
that are actually reachable byAmay not be included inWreach even after the enhancement.
But such an enhancement still provides insight into the reachability analysis. In the domain
of accessibility assessment, such regions can be considered as “difficult” or “unreachable”
since they are difficult or impossible to reach.

3.3 Environmental planner
The final task in accessibility assessment is to explore the impact of changes of the set of
obstacles on the roadmap and therefore the size of reachable workspace. We do not want
to re-compute the roadmap each time we change the position of an obstacle. We need to
compare the sizes of reachable workspaces for different obstacle placements, and find the
placement Popt that provides the largest reachable workspace. One ‘optimal’ solution is
to remove every object from the environment but in practice this trivial solution should be
avoided. (It is not desirable to find optimally accessible environments that contain no useful
furniture or objects.) Theoretically the optimal non-trivial solution could be obtained via a
brute-force search by computing the workspaces for all possible placements of obstacles.
However, such an approach is very expensive computationally and impractical for large
numbers of obstacles and possible placements. Here the solution is approximated via a
greedy algorithm.

3.3.1 A greedy algorithm
Under an assumption that the potential placements of modifiable obstacles are independent
of each other, the heuristic algorithm looks for local optimal placement for each modifiable
obstacle separately. The idea is to modify one obstacle at a time so as to obtain a larger
workspace. There often exists some critical obstacle in the environment that limits A’s
reachability. Motivated by this fact we identify the most critical obstacle first and then find
its best placement. This process is then repeated for the remaining obstacles. Although
the reachable workspace of A always becomes larger (or at least stay the same) after re-
moving an obstacle, the trivial solution of removing all obstacles is avoided by providing a
modification cost for removal that is much larger than the cost of moving objects to “real”
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Figure 3.12: The estimation of the 3D reachable workspaceWreach (green area) showed in
different layers of top views and front views. The area above the shelf is reachable but the
area under it is not.
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Figure 3.13: The enhancement phase. Before enhancement the left upper corner is not
included inWreach, so more samples are added to the roadmap by the user in the suspected
area. After enhancementWreach grows to include this volume.
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positions in the environment. Hence solutions with minimal obstacles will be avoided as
the cost of such solutions will be out of bounds (according to the definition of the cost
function). Let Prep(P, i, j) be a function that returns a placement P ′ that is obtained from
P by moving obstacle mi to position pp j

i . The algorithm tries to move/remove modifiable
obstacles from the initial placement P1 within the given cost bound towards the largest
reachable workspace as follows:

Algorithm 3 Greedy environmental planning
1: σ← user cost bound
2: Popt ←P1

3: M←{1,2, ...,h}
4: while σ > 0∧M 6= {} do
5: (1) Choose best ∈M s.t.
6: | Wreach(Prep(Popt ,best,0)) | is maximum of ∀i ∈M, | Wreach(Prep(Popt , i,0)) |
7: M←M−{best}
8: (2) N←{0...kbest}
9: Choose q ∈ N s.t.

10: (a) | Wreach(Prep(Popt ,best,q)) | is maximum of
11: ∀i ∈ N, | Wreach(Prep(Popt ,best, i)) |
12: (b) τ(ppq

best)≤ σ

13: Popt ← Prep(Popt ,best,q)
14: σ← σ− τ(ppq

best)
15: end while
16: return Popt

In the course of the planning process, the modifiable obstacles are divided into two
sets: I. the obstacles whose best placement is found (their best placements are stored in
Popt ) and II. the indices of the remaining obstacles (stored in M). Initially M is the set
of indices of all the modifiable obstacles M, and Popt is the initial placement P1. The
modification cost bound σ is initialized as a user selected value. From then onwards the
algorithm performs two steps repeatedly.

1. Find the obstacle best in the remaining set M whose removal has the most impact on
A’s reachable workspace and remove it from M

2. Find the best placement for obstacle best among all its potential placements that does
not exceed the current cost bound and provides the largest reachable workspace. Note
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Figure 3.14: An example environment has two modifiable obstacles. Each obstacle can be
moved to three other positions or removed from the scene.

that provided it is cost valid then this includes removing the modifiable obstacle from
the workspace.

The process is repeated until set M is empty (all the modifiable obstacles have been
examined) or the cost bound σ is zero (no more modification is allowed).

In the practice of accessibility assessment there may be other termination conditions in
addition to the cost bound. For example, sometimes it is not necessary to know the entire
reachable workspace but rather only the reachability of specific important elements in the
environment such as light switches and the water faucet. In this case the algorithm can be
terminated when all the important elements are included inWreach.

If the motion planner was invoked every time, this computation would be prohibitively
expensive. However, when only small changes are made to the environment it is often
the case that most portions of the roadmap in configuration space remain unchanged. The
roadmap computed given an environment where all the modifiable obstacles are placed in
all of their possible configurations is always valid. Therefore we maintain this pessimist
roadmap and use the additional portion computed in the previous iteration as a starting
point when constructing the new roadmap.

3.3.2 Example
Figure 3.14 shows an example of a toy environment containing two modifiable obstacles.
Each modifiable obstacle has five potential placements including one in which the obstacle
is missing. A modification cost function τ is needed to perform the operations which should
meet the following criteria:
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Figure 3.15: Illustration of the execution of the environmental planner in case 1 when no
obstacle can be removed. Iteration 1: in Step 1 m1 is selected to be the best; in Step 2 it is
moved to position 2, 3, 4 and the size ofWreach is maximized in the case of position 4. So
fix obstacle 1 to pp4

1 and continue to the next iteration. Iteration 2: m2 is moved to position
2, 3, 4 and | Wreach | is maximized in the case of position 3 (yellow column). The “best”
environmental configuration Popt = (pp4

1, pp3
2) is found.
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Figure 3.16: Illustration of the steps of the greedy environmental planner in case 2 when at
most one obstacle can be removed. Iteration 1: in Step 1 obstacle 1 is selected to be the best;
in Step 2 it is removed (i.e. pp0

1) since it is within the cost bound and definitely provides
no less reachable workspace than other modifications. So continue to the next iteration.
Iteration 2: obstacle 2 is moved to position 2, 3, 4 and | Wreach | is maximized in the case
of position 3 (blue column). The “best” environmental configuration Popt = (pp0

1, pp3
2) is

found.
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1. ∀i ∈ [1..h],ς(pp1
i ) = 0;

2. ∀i ∈ [1..h],∀ j ∈ [1..ki],ς(pp0
i ) > ς(pp j

i ).

There can be many ways to define a τ that meets the above requirements. The idea here is
to distinguish the removal of the obstacle with other possible modifications. Assume that
the cost of removing one obstacle is more expensive than moving all the obstacles inM.
If there are h modifiable obstacles in total, then define the modification cost function as
follows:

τ(pp1
i ) = 0

τ(pp j
i ) = 1 ( j = 2,3, ...) (3.8)

τ(pp0
i ) = h+1

All the modifications except removal have the same cost (1), and the removal of each obsta-
cle has the same cost (3 in this specific example). It is obvious that the reachable workspace
of A always becomes larger (or at least stay the same) after removing an obstacle. How-
ever, we cannot remove an arbitrary number of obstacles because otherwise the cost would
be out of bound. The cost bound σ is used to indicate how many obstacles are allowed to
be removed. In this particular example, we consider the following two special cases:

1. σ = 2: Both obstacles are allowed to be moved around but no obstacle is allowed to
be removed from the scene.

2. σ = 4: Both obstacles are allowed to be moved around but at most one obstacle is
allowed to be removed from the scene.

The planning processes corresponding to the two cases are shown in Figure 3.15 and
Figure 3.16. The two main steps of each iteration in the searching process are outlined. The
Wreach computed in the intermediate steps are also illustrated along with the corresponding
sizes measured in terms of number of cells inW . In this particular example although there
are 5×5 possible environmental configurations, this greedy approach manages to solve the
problem within 9 computations of the reachable workspace. Figure 3.17 shows the size
of reachable workspaces for all the 25 possible environmental configurations. The modifi-
cations suggested by the environmental planner for case 1 and 2 have shown considerable
improvement over the initial obstacle placement. As the cost bound becomes less restricted
the planner leads the result toward the optimal solution.

3.4 Summary
This chapter presented a hierarchical PRM for accessibility assessment. Unlike traditional
PRMs that treat each DOF equally, we order the DOF’s of the kinematic structure and con-
sider a hierarchical approach to the planning task. Considering the characteristic of the
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Figure 3.17: The size of reachable workspace (x-axis) computed for the 25 possible layouts
of the environment. The vertical axis denotes the layout of the environment that specifies
the placement for each modifiable obstacle (x,y stands for (ppx

1, ppy
2)). The horizontal axis

denotes the size of the reachable workspace measured in terms of numbers of cells inW .
The upper bound is the minimalist room (the grey bar). The red bar corresponds to the
initial placement of modifiable obstacles. The yellow bar corresponds to the result from
case 1. The blue bar corresponds to the result from case 2.
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accessibility assessment problem, this hierarchy exploration improves the planning process
through two critical computations. First, it accelerates collision detection in open regions
by approximating the robot using a conservative occupancy analysis. Validation of the
configuration begins by doing fast tests on simple representations and only progresses to
more accurate (and more expensive) evaluations as necessary. As for reachability analy-
sis, because randomness is involved it is hardly possible to estimate the size of the entire
reachable workspace by mapping from the PRMs within reasonable time. However, by
iteratively computing the maximal reachable workspaces from each node and edge our
hierarchical PRM can be more effective in the computation process than traditional PRMs.

This hierarchical PRM allows fast re-planning on related environments, but the direct
invocation of the motion planner does not solve the problem of accessibility assessment
completely. Optimization of the environmental layout is a complex problem considering
the superset of all the possible obstacle placements. Our environmental planner searches
the superset of possible placements in a “greedy” way. The modification cost bound is
introduced to avoid the trivial solution where all obstacles are removed. The greedy algo-
rithm iteratively manipulates the placement of each modifiable obstacle to obtain a locally
optimal placement. At each iteration, it selects the next obstacle to be modified with the
criteria that its removal can have the most significant impact on the reachable workspace
and then searches for its best placement within a given cost bound.
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Chapter 4
Assessing accessibility
This chapter presents an experimental application of the methodology for accessibility as-
sessment presented in the previous chapter. We evaluate the methodology using a wheelchair
robot model and a typical living environment containing static and modifiable objects (Fig-
ure 4.1). As the algorithm contains a motion planner and an environmental planner, tests
and evaluations for these two planners were also performed separately. The goal of this
testing is two-fold (i) to demonstrate the motion planner’s ability to estimate the reachable
workspace, and (ii) to demonstrate the environmental planner’s ability to suggest proper
environmental modifications.

4.1 Experimental setup
To perform the experiments of our algorithm we require a kinematic model of the wheelchair
and user and an environmental model. Chapter 2 provided descriptions of existing methods
to acquire and to build these models. The models used in the experiments are described
here.

4.1.1 Kinematic model
In the experiments, the kinematic model A is developed based on the Playbot Robotic
Wheelchair[67] shown in Figure 4.2. The wheelchair base Abase is powered by the front
wheels using a differential drive mechanism and drive its powered wheels both forward
and backward. The attached kinematic chain Aarm has four revolute joints with no limit
on the angles that these joints can make. This is a 7 DOF vehicle. The configuration of
A is written as an ordered vector c = (x,y,θ,φ1,φ2,φ3,φ4), where (x,y) is the position of
the center of the front wheels, θ is the angle that the vehicle’s main axis makes with the
positive x-axis, and φ1...φ4 are the corresponding angles of each link of Aarm.

4.1.2 Environment
The environment assessed for accessibility is a two-bedroom suite in the Pond Road resi-
dence at York University (see Figure 4.1). The Pond Road residence was opened in Septem-
ber 2004 and is home to approximately 430 undergraduate students. Among the 14 student
residences at Keele campus the Pond Road residence is the newest one.

Figure 4.3 shows the 3D model of this environment and the furniture is represented
by simple polygon structure. Assume the doors are absent and there are four modifiable
obstacles in the scene each of which has more than one possible placement. Following the
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Figure 4.1: (a) The building of the Pond Road Residence at York University. (b) The
architectural floor plan of a standard two bedroom suite in the Pond Road Residence. (c-f)
Photographs of the suite taken from different positions.
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Figure 4.2: The Playbot Robotic Wheelchair consists of a wheelchair-like base under dif-
ferential drive and an attached manipulator.

Figure 4.3: A 3D model created based on the standard suite in the Pond Road Residence.
There are four modifiable obstacles in the scene: m1 (dining table), m2 (washroom door
width), m3 (drawers) and m4 (desk). The rest of the scene is static.
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Figure 4.4: The potential placements of each modifiable obstacle mi. Row 1: there are four
possible placements of the dining table m1. Row 2: the door width of the washroom can be
widened by removing m2. Row 3: the closet m3 can be missing or placed in either side of
the bedroom. Row 4: the desk m4 can be missing or moved slightly aside.
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Figure 4.5: A is placed initially at the entrance of the residence .

notation introduced in Chapter 3, mi denotes a modifiable obstacle. In this specific example
m1 represents the dining table, m2 represents part of the wall of the washroom, by removing
which the door width of the washroom can be increased, m3 represents a closet in one of
the bedrooms and m4 represents a desk in the other bedroom.

Each modifiable obstacle mi has several potential placements {pp0
i , pp1

i ...} among
which pp0

i denotes the case that mi is missing, pp1
i is mi’s initial placement, and the rest

are other predefined placements. Figure 4.4 shows the potential placements of each mi in
the environment. There are 72 combinations of possible modifiable obstacle placements
(4×2×3×3).

4.1.3 Implementation details
Choosing cinit

According to its definition, the size of the computedWreach depends the part of the roadmap
that is connected to the initial configuration cinit of A. Here, let the wheelchair robot be
placed initially at the main entrance of the residence as shown in Figure 4.5. This is a
reasonable assumption – the front door of the unit must be accessible.

Local planner

There is tradeoff between completeness and efficiency in the choice of local planner and
a fast and deterministic local planner is commonly preferable. Concerning the kinematic
model of the wheelchair and its user, we choose a local planner that can be applied gen-
erally to a mobile vehicle with a manipulator. The local planner is divided into two parts,
planning for the base and planning for the manipulator. A simple straight line local planner
for the manipulator which has been widely used in the PRMs for holonomic robots [29]
was chosen. The method connects two given configurations by a straight line segment in
configuration space and checks this line segment for collision in the workspace.
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Figure 4.6: Two possible paths of the mobile base moving from (x1,y1,θ1) to (x2,y2,θ2)
under differential drive. The moving distance along the straight line segment is the same
for the two paths. However, (a) has a smaller turning angle | α1 |+ | α2 | than (b) so (a) is
preferable.

Planning for the mobile base is more complex due to the existence of non-holonomic
constraints. Under differential drive the mobile base can move in circles and straight lines.
A simple and deterministic planner was implemented as a concatenation of a extreme rota-
tion, a straight line and another extreme rotation (Figure 4.6). Let C f denote the center of
the front wheels of the vehicle. For the vehicle to move from (x1,y1,θ1) to (x2,y2,θ2), it
first rotates at C f 1 till it is parallel to line C f 1C f 2, then moves along C f 1C f 2 to C f 2, and at
last rotates to the desired orientation θ2. There are eight possible such paths connecting the
two configurations (see the ALA strategy described in Chapter 2). The local planner should
return the same path from (x1,y1,θ1) to (x2,y2,θ2) and from (x2,y2,θ2) to (x1,y1,θ1). We
choose the one that has minimum turning angle | α1 | + | α2 | because of the fact that
smaller turning angle usually increases the chances of a collision-free path. As a result,
among the two possible paths shown in Figure 4.6, we would choose (a) rather than (b).

The edges that are computed by the local planner during the construction step do not
need to be stored since they can be quickly recomputed. However, their rank is saved for
later use. For example, while searching for a path in the roadmap the edges with low rank
are preferable.

4.2 Reachable workspace estimation
The motion planner builds a roadmap, which is later used to compute the part of the
workspace where the robot’s end-effector can reach. In these experiments, we assume
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the average running time of the construction of traditional
roadmaps and the hierarchical ones. Averages are for 20 trials. Standard deviations are
shown.

that obstacles remain static. We compare the basic PRM and the hierarchical PRM with
regard to the workspace estimation as well as the required computation time.

Figure 4.7 shows the comparison of the running time of the roadmap construction in the
basic PRM and the hierarchical approach for the model given in Section 4.1. Because ran-
domness is involved, running times for 20 independent runs for each case were averaged.
The hierarchical PRM performed reasonably well in these experiments. As can be seen
from the results, creating a hierarchical roadmap takes less time than creating a traditional
roadmap. This is because the hierarchical PRM saves time in collision checking in easy
regions.

In terms of the resulting reachability estimation, the hierarchical approach shows signif-
icant improvement over the traditional PRM. Figure 4.8 compares the reachable workspaces
in a minimalist room mapped from the hierarchical roadmap and from the traditional
roadmap, denoted byWreach and Ŵreach respectively. Wreach in (a) is larger than Ŵreach in
(b). The effect of the hierarchical approach is that more general regions in the workspace
are learned.

To compare the two planners more precisely, we constructed roadmaps with identi-
cal nodes and compared the results of the average of 10 independent executions. The
workspaceW (420×420×200cm3) is represented using uniform cell decomposition (unit
cell size is 10× 10× 10cm3). In Figure 4.8(b) the x-axis represents the number of nodes
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of reachable workspaces computed using a hierarchical roadmap
and a traditional one. The picture illustrates top views (different height) of Wreach com-
puted from hierarchical PRM and PRM. The reachable workspace of A is represented in
uniform cell decomposition. The graph shows a comparison of average size of reachable
workspaces computed from hierarchical roadmap and traditional one. Standard deviations
are plotted.
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contained in the roadmap and the y-axis represents the size of the estimated reachable
workspace measured in terms of the number of cells inW . The figure shows that the size
of the reachable workspace computed by the hierarchical PRM is much bigger than that
computed by the traditional PRM. When the number of nodes is small, the result cannot be
very reliable (the deviation value is large compared with the mean value). As the number
of nodes increases, the result becomes more stable.

4.3 Environmental modifications
In this experiment we use the same modification cost function that is used in Chapter 3
(Equation 3.8). All the possible modifications except removal have the same cost 1 and the
removal of each obstacle has the same cost 5 (4 + 1) since there are 4 items inM. While
setting the cost bound σ consider the following three special cases:

1. σ = 2: At most 2 obstacles are allowed to be moved and no removal is allowed.

2. σ = 4: All the 4 obstacles are allowed to be moved and no removal is allowed.

3. σ = 8: All the 4 obstacles are allowed to be moved and at most one can be removed.

The results that are computed by the environmental planner for the three cases are illus-
trated in Figure 4.9. In Case 1 when at most two obstacles can be moved the dining table
and the desk are selected since they have greater impact on the reachability analysis. The
dining table is initially placed near the corner of the kitchen. This causes an unreachable
space (A). The planner suggests moving the dining table to (A) to enlarge the reachable
workspace to include (F). A similar strategy applies to the desk as well, which initially had
unreachable space on its two sides (B and C). It is moved towards the corner to minimize
the wasted space and enlarge the reachable workspace (G). In Case 2, more obstacles are
allowed to be moved than Case 1. The changes made to the dining table and the desk are
the same. In addition, the drawer is moved to eliminate the wasted spaces (D) and (E). In
Case 3, the desk was removed because its removal frees the largest space (I) among all the
obstacles.

Note that the planner tends to remove the largest obstacle since its removal frees the
largest workspace (e.g. in Case 3 the desk is removed). However, this usually happens
when there is no obstacle causing dis-connectivity of the roadmap. For example, if there is
a small obstacle placed at the entrance of a bedroom that blocks access then the planner will
remove this obstacle because its removal can connect the kitchen and the bedroom which
increases the reachable workspace the most.

Figure 4.10 shows a brute-force result of the computation of the sizes of reachable
workspaces for all possible environmental layouts. The result that is computed by the
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Figure 4.9: The result computed by the environmental planner in the three cases shown in
top views (three layers). Certain spaces are labeled for reference. See text for details.
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Figure 4.10: The size of reachable workspace (x-axis) computed for the 72 possible envi-
ronmental layouts (y-axis). The upper bound is the minimalist room (the grey bar). The
red bar corresponds to the initialWreach. Results of Case 1, 2 and 3 are colored in yellow,
blue and pink respectively.
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environmental planner depends on the specified cost bound. When the cost bound is zero
there cannot be any modifications made to the environment. As the cost bound becomes less
restricted (i.e. more obstacles can be moved or more obstacles can be removed) | Wreach |
increases towards the optimal solution (minimalist room). The solution obtained with σ =
2,4, and 8 are colored in yellow, blue and pink respectively.

4.4 Summary
This chapter presented an accessibility assessment in a student residence at York University
using the methodology described in Chapter 3. The Playbot Robotic Wheelchair is used
as the kinematic model to demonstrate wheelchair users’ reachability. We have demon-
strated the effectiveness of the reachable workspace estimation of the motion planner and
performed analysis and comparison of the environmental modifications suggested by the
environmental planner.

The hierarchical PRM was compared to the traditional PRMs. We studied how the
hierarchical approach affects the motion planner’s performance, as measured in terms of
running time and size of reachable workspace. Our experiments show that the hierarchi-
cal PRM spends less time than the traditional PRM in creating the roadmap. Moreover, it
shows effectiveness of reachable workspace estimation. The reachable workspace mapped
from hierarchical roadmap is a few times larger than that mapped from the traditional
roadmap.

Finally, experimental results of the automatic environmental planner are presented. We
have shown and analyzed the solutions provided by the environmental planner under differ-
ent cost bounds. Although possible modifications are limited to four obstacles, the analysis
revealed influences of different modifications on the accessibility in the environment. The
experiment has shown that the integration of the motion planner and the environmental
planner developed in this report can be a viable tool to assess the accessibility of real envi-
ronments.
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Chapter 5
Discussion and future work

5.1 Discussion
This report investigated accessibility assessment of an environment using advanced plan-
ning methodologies. In the practice of clinicians and architects, accessibility assessment
is a knowledge-intensive activity. Building on a motion and environmental planner, a tool
has been developed to assess accessibility and suggest environmental modifications. The
algorithm combines randomized motion planning with a greedy optimization strategy to
compute simultaneously a configuration of the environment and a corresponding reachable
workspace.

The methodology depends on an efficient motion planner which can be generally ap-
plied to any kinematic structure such as wheelchair users and other users requiring mobility
assists such as walkers. The motion planner is based on a PRM, which uses a hierarchical
strategy to maximize the reachability of each configuration. Unlike traditional PRMs and
most of its variants, which treat the DOF of the kinematic structure equally, the planner
developed in this report applies a hierarchical strategy in the construction of the probabilis-
tic roadmap in C f ree. This approach makes the PRM particularly useful for accessibility
assessment. The collision detection in open regions is accelerated by using conservative
occupancy analysis. The main advantage of this hierarchical PRM over the traditional PRM
is to maximize the kinematic structure’s reachability of every node and edge in the proba-
bilistic roadmap. It has also shown tremendous effectiveness in establishing the reachable
workspace.

Another important idea of our work is the combination of two algorithms. The hier-
archical PRM works well with the automated environmental planner since it allows fast
re-planning over related environments. Our environmental planner searches the superset of
possible placements in a “greedy” way. A modification cost bound is introduced to avoid
the trivial solution where all obstacles are missing. The greedy algorithm iteratively ma-
nipulates the placement of each modifiable obstacle to obtain a locally optimal placement.
At each iteration it selects the modifiable obstacle whose removal can have the most sig-
nificant impact on the reachable workspace and then searches for its best placement within
cost bound. Arbitrary removal of obstacles is avoided by setting the cost bound, however, if
removal is within the cost bound then removal is not distinguished from other modifications
when choosing an optimal placement for an obstacle.

In the case study of the application of the accessibility assessment methodology, a kine-
matic model was developed of a wheelchair robot to estimate the reachability of wheelchair
users. We conducted experiments on a 3D environment that represents a world environ-
ment. The hierarchical PRM was more efficient and effective in estimating the reachable
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workspace when compared with the traditional PRM. The suggested environmental modi-
fications provided by the planner resulted in a larger reachable workspace than the original
one. The analysis revealed influences of different modifications on the accessibility in the
environment. Although the experiment made a few assumptions on the kinematic model
and the environmental model it has shown that the integration of the motion planner and
the environmental planner developed in this report can be a viable tool to assess the acces-
sibility of real environments.

5.2 Future work
The developed system can be a useful tool to aid people with disabilities, clinicians, archi-
tects, and engineers to assess accessibility of a built environment. This work has demon-
strated the power of computer technologies in assisting knowledge-intensive practical prob-
lems. It also provides directions for future work.

5.2.1 Extending the motion planner
Our current hierarchical PRM examines hierarchies in its two main computations: occu-
pancy analysis and reachability analysis. In some way the established hierarchies of nodes
and edges indicate the difficulty of the workspace as well as the configuration space. The
hierarchical characteristic may also be employed in other aspects of motion planners. One
heuristic is to let the established hierarchy lead the sampling toward the boundaries of ob-
stacles, i.e. to sample more densely near nodes with higher hierarchy labels than those with
lower hierarchy labels. Another approach could be to use this information to prune the
constructed roadmap. Perhaps only a representative node with low hierarchy in a neighbor-
hood might be “useful" enough. These strategies would generate smaller roadmaps which
assure low query time and low memory consumption.

The definition of the hierarchical roadmap could be more sophisticated. For example,
our current definition defines the hierarchy of an edge to be the maximum value of hierar-
chies of all the configurations along it. Instead of forcing the edge hierarchy to be constant,
we can imagine using a hierarchy variable to indicate the different reachability and occu-
pancy on the edge, i.e. any ci ∈ e has its own ri. In the examples shown in this report, we
assumed the DOFs of the robot are pre-ordered. However, for a complex robotic platform
the ordering may not be obvious. Imagine a robotic wheelchair that has two manipulators
attached. A more adaptive definition of the ordering scheme is required.

A more sophisticated definition of reachable workspace might involve establishing the
number of configurations from which the kinematic structure can reach a given location.
This can provide insight into different levels of accessibility. A space for where there exists
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many reachable configurations should probably be considered more accessible than one
with just a few.

5.2.2 Extending the environmental planner
The environmental planner assumes that the modifiable obstacles and their potential place-
ments are specified in advance. This requires input from the user. A logical extension to
this assumption is the automatic generation of such potential modifications. It may also
require approaches to deal with continuous potential placements instead of discrete ones.

An important part of the method is the modification cost function which is used to lead
the greedy planner towards the optimal solutions with relatively small cost. The examples
presented in this report only deal with the difference of removal and other possible mod-
ifications. In practice there may be more complicated scenarios. For example, modifying
a large object may be more expensive than modifying a small one. Future work might de-
velop a robust cost function to evaluate potential modifications among different obstacles.

5.2.3 Extending the accessibility assessment research
This research has attempted to develop algorithms and systems to tackle the problem of
accessibility assessment from the perspective of Computer Science. The author has given
demonstrations of the tool to trained assessors and wheelchair users and received positive
feedback. Although this report presented an application of the methodology on a realistic
environmental example, it is necessary to verify the solution in real environments. Such
verifications can be done in two ways: (i) people with mobility assists could visit the en-
vironment and give feedback of the modified environments; (ii) trained assessors could
evaluate the suggested modifications using existing building code and their experience. A
formal evaluation system that can be used by the users to test the usability of the tool should
also be developed.

Our developed system for accessibility assessment can be utilized in both homes and
public spaces. This thesis presented experiments of the tool on a student residence suite.
Future experiments on larger environments such as hospitals and rehabilitation centres
where accessibility is essential would be helpful to further evaluate the tool and explore
the accessibility of these spaces.
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